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Abstract. A numerical model has been developed which
is capable of simulating all phases of the life cycle of
metallic ions, and results are described and interpreted
herein for the typical case of Fe+ ions. This cycle begins
with the initial deposition of metallics through meteor
ablation and sputtering, followed by conversion of
neutral Fe atoms to ions through photoionization and
charge exchange with ambient ions. Global transport
arising from daytime electric ®elds and poleward/
downward diusion along geomagnetic ®eld lines,
localized transport and layer formation through descending convergent nulls in the thermospheric wind
®eld, and ®nally annihilation by chemical neutralization
and compound formation are treated. The model thus
sheds new light on the interdependencies of the physical
and chemical processes aecting atmospheric metallics.
Model output analysis con®rms the dominant role of
both global and local transport to the ion's life cycle,
showing that upward forcing from the equatorial electric
®eld is critical to global movement, and that diurnal and
semidiurnal tidal winds are responsible for the formation of dense ion layers in the 90±250 km height region.
It is demonstrated that the assumed combination of
sources, chemical sinks, and transport mechanisms
actually produces F-region densities and E-region layer
densities similar to those observed. The model also
shows that zonal and meridional winds and electric
®elds each play distinct roles in local transport, whereas
the ion distribution is relatively insensitive to reasonable
variations in meteoric deposition and chemical reaction
rates.
Key words. Ionosphere (ion chemistry and
composition; ionosphere-atmosphere interactions).
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1 Introduction
1.1 Brief history of observational work
Metallic ions have been the focus of upper atmosphere
scienti®c investigations for some time. The ®rst in-situ
measurements were made by rocket-borne mass spectrometer (Istomin, 1963), revealing peak densities of
Fe+ (1.5 ´ 104 cm)3), Mg+ (1.4 ´ 104 cm)3) and Ca+
(0.5 ´ 103 cm)3) near 105 km. Similar rocket measurements were reported by Narcisi and Bailey (1965) and
Narcisi (1967), including a ¯ight during the Leonid
meteor shower which conclusively demonstrated that
meteor ablation is the mechanism responsible for
production of metallic ions in the upper atmosphere.
Numerous other rocket ¯ights have subsequently provided data on metallic ion distributions (i.e., Young
et al., 1967; Aiken and Goldberg, 1973; Aiken et al.,
1974, 1977; Goldberg and Witt, 1977; Zbinden et al.,
1975; Alpers et al., 1993). Some of these provided
evidence for connections between metallic ion layers and
sporadic-E (Es), and others attempted to establish
connections between metallic ion cluster molecules and
the formation of noctilucent clouds. Most recently,
Kopp (1997) summarizes results from ®ve rocket ¯ights
in the lower ionosphere, noting that the dominant metal
ion on all ¯ights is Fe+, with column density about a
factor of two larger than Mg+, on average. An order of
magnitude increase in total metal ion abundance during
the Perseid meteor shower of August 12, 1976, is also
reported by Kopp (1977).
Lidar represents the new tool for observing Fe in the
80±110 km region (Gardner et al., 1993; Kane and
Gardner, 1993; Kane et al., 1991, 1993, and references
contained therein). The high spatial and temporal
resolutions aorded by lidars have revealed the ``sudden'' or ``sporadic'' appearance of thin (1 km) layers
of Na and Fe, which form within a time scale of
minutes. On the basis of simultaneous observations of
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sporadic E, Fe, Na and Ca+, the authors mentioned
suggest a connection between sporadic E, neutralization
of Fe+, and the formation of sporadic Fe layers. It is
not our intent in the present work, however, to attempt
to simulate metallic chemistry over these short spatial
and temporal scales.
The ®rst report of satellite-based in-situ measurement
of Fe+ is that of Hanson and Sanitani (1970), based on
the retarding potential analyzer experiment on OGO-6.
The satellite altitude was between 500 and 600 km, well
above the meteor ablation region (about 90±110 km).
Densities of order 200 cm)3 were found. A tentative
conclusion was that the E ´ B drift driven by the
equatorial dynamo electric ®eld was the active agent
lifting ions to the observed heights, at which point the
``fountain eect'' takes over and transports the ions, via
gravity and diusion, to higher latitudes along the
geomagnetic ®eld lines. Subsequent papers reinforced
the fountain eect interpretation (Hanson et al., 1972)
and revealed a strong correlation between equatorial
spread-F (ESF) and the presence of Fe+. Other analyses
of data from OGO-4 and OGO-6 (Taylor, 1973), ESRO
TD-1A (Gerard, 1976; Gerard and Mon®ls, 1978), and
AE-C and AE-E (Grebowsky and Brinton, 1978; Grebowsky and Reese, 1989) revealed similar ion densities,
consistent with the idea of upward vertical transport
near the magnetic equator. Recent observations by the
GLO instrument on the Space Shuttle have provided the
®rst simultaneous observations of Mg and Mg+ in the
thermosphere (Gardner et al., 1995). The salient features
of the Mg+ distributions near the magnetic equator
appear to be driven by vertical E ´ B drifts (McNeil
et al., 1996).
1.2 Laboratory measurements of reaction rates, and
previous theory and modelling eorts
The sophistication of theories and models have increased in concert with the availability of experimental
data. The formation of thin, long-lived dense layers in
the E-region were ®rst connected with neutral wind
shears in Earth's ambient magnetic ®eld by Dungey
(1956, 1959). Dungey's (1956, 1959) ideas were further
developed and applied to sporadic-E layer formation by
MacLeod (1966), Whitehead (1961, 1966) and Chimonas and Axford (1968), among others. The importance
of diusion to the dynamics of metallics was noted by
Gadsden (1970). In addition, the roles of various
chemical reactions in determining the life cycles of
neutral and ionized metallics began to be realized (i.e.,
Swider, 1969; Richter and Sechrist, 1979a, b). An early
summary of the relevant rate coecients, both measured
and estimated, is provided in Brown (1973). In response
to the needs of more comprehensive models, recent
eorts to measure chemical reaction rates in the
laboratory have been led by J. Plane and colleagues
(Plane, 1991; Plane and Helmer, 1994, 1995; Plane and
Husain, 1986).
The ®rst attempts to simulate sporadic E-layer
dynamics were those of Chimonas and Axford (1968)
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and MacLeod et al. (1975). These results supported the
hypothesis that Es is caused by the accumulation of
metallic ions in convergent nulls in the vertical ion drift
associated with neutral wind pro®les. Mathews and
Bekeny (1979) approached the problem by computing
ion trajectories consistent with descending tidal wind
structures in the E-region, and demonstrating the
existence of descending and stagnation phases of ion
motion. These studies did not consider the eects of
diusion, gravity, electric ®elds, metallic and ambient
ion chemistry, or any serious consideration of the
metallic ion source. Similarly, Wilkinson et al. (1972)
compared observed ion layers with convergent nulls in a
simulated diurnal wind ®eld over Townsville, Australia
(20°S, 147°E). The wind ®eld was generated by the
NCAR TIGCM (thermosphere/ionosphere general circulation model; Roble et al., 1988) with the Richmond
empirical model (Richmond et al., 1980) used for electric
®eld input. Both converging and diverging windshear
nulls were found, with the typical pattern of descent
followed by stagnation.
Nygren et al. (1984), Bristow and Watkins (1991) and
Kirkwood and Von Zahn (1991) focused on the formation of layers at high latitudes (I = 75°) where electric
®elds are considered the predominant driving force, in
contrast to the more important role of neutral winds at
mid-latitudes. These works, which neglected neutral
winds, showed that thin ion layers formed in the 90±
130 km region provided the E-®eld was suitably oriented. Osterman et al. (1994) considered the formation of
layers by ambient ions (mostly NO+) in the nighttime
ionosphere over Arecibo taking into account the pertinent ionospheric chemical reactions and a simple
meridional wind model which gave rise to a descending
convergent null, but without consideration of electric
®elds. Their results illustrate the gradual growth and
intensi®cation of descending layers of ambient ions, but
peak densities are limited to 3000 to 5000 cm)3 due to
the relatively shorter lifetimes of ambient molecular
ions.
The work of Fesen (1981) and Fesen et al. (1983)
focused on the global distribution of Mg+ due to
transport in the meridional plane by neutral winds,
electric ®elds, and diusion and gravity in the presence
of a realistic magnetic ®eld. Photoionization and ionatom interchange reactions between Mg+ and ambient
species were included. Seasonal-latitudinal and local
time distributions of Mg+ ions, including equatorial
asymmetries due to neutral winds, were shown to be in
reasonable accord with in-situ satellite measurements
mentioned previously. McNeil et al. (1996) recently
solved the continuity equations for Mg and Mg+ in the
geomagnetic equatorial plane, and made comparisons
with GLO1 Space Shuttle measurements (Gardner et al.,
1994; 1995) of 2795AÊ and 2802AÊ emissions. Although
the model only included transport by diusion and
vertical drifts (neglecting neutral winds and meridional
transport), the absolute magnitudes and dawn-dusk
asymmetries in predicted radiances were quite similar to
those observed.
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1.3 Scope and contributions of the present work
Despite the aforementioned progress in theory and
modelling, some gaps and shortcomings remain. Previous eorts have each focused on a subset of physical
processes, and by imposing reasonable approximations
or constraints, new insights into various facets of upper
atmosphere metallics have been developed. However, to
date there is not a single study which has demonstrated,
via numerical simulation, that the currently-accepted
wind distributions, electric ®elds, diusion rates, meteoric deposition rates and chemical reaction sets are
capable of working together to actually produce the
amplitude of total plasma density or metallic ion density
layers that have been observed by rocket-borne instruments or radio diagnostics. In addition, no work has
attempted to tie together the global transport and
distribution of metallic ions with localized layering
processes to demonstrate that realistic meteoric deposition rates, F-region metallic ion densities, layer densities
and chemical loss rates can all be achieved selfconsistently. Progress in the latter direction has, of
course, been impeded by the numerical diculties
involved in addressing a wide range of spatial and
temporal scales associated with chemistry and transport
in a single model. The present work is a numerical
modeling eort which successfully deals with all of these
issues.
The physical processes considered in the present
modeling eort are depicted schematically in Fig. 1. The
latitudinal boundaries of the model are 0° and 45°
(dierences between geomagnetic and geographic coordinates are not considered), and the height boundaries
are 90 km and 4000 km. We focus our attention here on
Fe and Fe+ since these are the most abundant of the
upper atmosphere metallic atoms and ions, but the
results are easily extrapolated to Mg/Mg+, Ca/Ca+, etc.
In the model, Fe and Fe+ are assumed to be deposited
by meteor ablation in the 100±130 km height range (an
extensive discussion including many historical references

may be found in Carter, 1995). Various processes such
as photoionization, recombination, charge transfer
reactions, etc. are assumed to be operative in this height
regime. Electric ®elds redistribute Fe+ in the meridional
plane and with respect to local time; this process is most
pronounced at low latitudes in connection with the
``fountain eect''. Gravity and diusion serve to redistribute Fe+ along ®eld lines. Neutral winds also
transport Fe and Fe+ in the meridional plane, and if
vertical shears are suciently extreme below about
180 km, metallic ion layers form which descend downward following the phase progression of upward-propagating tidal motions. When ions descend below about
100 km, a variety of three-body reactions initiate a
chemical chain which constitutes the ultimate sink for
the Fe+ ions. The numerical simulations are performed
using a ®nite element technique that easily accomodates
a variable spatial grid and separate time steps for each of
the chemical and transport processes.
The following section details the numerical model,
the Fe+ chemistry, the dynamical and electrodynamic
inputs to the model, and other input parameters. Section
3 describes the results of several numerical simulations,
illustrating localized layering, the eects of large-scale
transport by winds and electric ®elds, and the responses
to geomagnetic storm and meteor shower perturbations.
Results and conclusions are summarized in Sect. 4.
The present work represents an abbreviated selection
of results from the work of Carter (1995), which is
available from J. Forbes upon request. Additional
details concerning model inputs, model outputs, numerical algorithms, etc. may also be found there.
2 The model
2.1 Numerical framework
The numerical model employed for the present study is
based upon the method of ®nite elements, or ®nite
element simulation (FES). In the current context, the
FES technique is a computational method for solving
the coupled continuity equations for Fe and Fe+ subject
to various transport processes:
@NM
~  NM ~
 S  kn Ni  Nj   r
m
@t
where
NM
t
S
kn
~
m

Fig. 1. Schematic of physical processes which are included in the
model
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time
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loss ()) of NM
 transport velocity of NM (see Sect. 2.3)






The FES technique consists of dividing the system of
interest into volumetric ``cells''. The in®nitesimal quantities in the continuity equation are then replaced by
®nite quantities derived from the particular cell geometry chosen (i.e., cylindrical, rectangular). The changes
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in concentration within a particular cell are calculated
independently for each individual photochemical and
transport process. Each chemical reaction and transport
process proceeds with its own individual time step
(determined by the time constant of the process), with
all processes synchronized by a ``master clock''. ``Transport'' here is realized by movement into or out of a
particular cell in concert with adjacent cells, while
chemical production and loss are taking place within
each individual cell. Each cell must be suciently small
that both chemical and transport processes can be
treated as uniform throughout the cell's interior. Time
steps to maintain stability and convergence must be
chosen so that the concentration of any given species
does not change too much (i.e., <5%) within a cell
during any given time step. The time step is automatically adjusted within the program to conform to a given
depletion limit speci®ed by the user, usually after some
trial and error.
The model was run in two con®gurations. The ®rst
was a one-dimensional version consisting of a stack of 1km cells extending from 90 to 220 km at the latitude of
Arecibo (18°N, 67°W geographic; 30°N, 2°E geomagnetic). For these runs convergence was achieved within
®ve days of simulation, with time steps for the various
processes ranging from 0.01 s to 10.24 s. Cell con®gurations for the two-dimensional (meridional plane)
version of the model are depicted in Fig. 2. The cell
geometry consists of a series of radial cell stacks
extending from the equator (magnetic and geographic
equators were assumed coincident) to 45°N, each cell
spanning 2.25° meridionally, for a total of 21 stacks. The
vertical con®guration was divided into low/middle/high
altitude regimes: 56 cells of 1 km height from 100 to
155 km; 30 cells of 10 km height from 160 to 450 km;
and 36 cells, each 100 km in height, extending from
500 km up to 4000 km. Within this scheme global
meridional transport is dominant in the high regime,
and metallic layer formation in the lowest region, with
the middle region acting as a transitional zone. Experimentation with the 1-D model showed that placing the
lower boundary at 100 km had no eect on results at
higher altitudes. Since our main interest is in Fe+, once

Fig. 2. Finite-element cell geometry and height resolutions used in
the model
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it is lost chemically near the lower boundary its fate is no
longer of concern. Since the 3-body chemical reactions
below 100 km are fast, requiring small time steps,
placing the boundary at 100 km enabled us to economize computational eort for the more demanding 2-D
simulations. Further, it might be suspected that, on the
basis of L-shell geometry, a transport model that spans
the 0° to 45° sector should extend to 2 RE, or 6400 km,
but this was found unnecessary; the upward ¯ow of
plasma in the equatorial region due to E ´ B drift turns
poleward along ®eld lines well before that height, and
4000 km was deemed suciently high for an upper limit
altitude.
The present FES code is based on previous versions
which were used to simulate the midnight collapse of the
ionosphere over Arecibo (Crary and Forbes, 1986) and
the dispersion of chemicals in the ionosphere (Mendillo
et al., 1993). In addition to Carter (1995), the reader is
referred to this latter reference for details of the timestepping algorithm, the handling of diusive transport
processes, and other details of the FES technique.
2.2 Source function
Although meteor ablation is widely accepted as the
source of upper-atmosphere neutral and ionized metallics, there still exist wide variations in estimates for most
of the key parameters: (1) total mass in¯ux; (2) fraction
of meteoric mass of metallic composition; (3) fractions
of metallic mass in neutral and in ionized form; (4) the
vertical pro®le of deposition; and (5) diurnal, seasonal
and geographic variations of meteoric ¯ux. From the
modeling perspective, the vertical pro®le is probably the
most critical of the ®ve; (1), (2) and (3) aect only the
absolute magnitudes of Fe and Fe+, amounting to
merely a scaling issue, and (5) is considered the most
settled, with a relatively small range of published
estimates.
Based on a review of observational data (Carter,
1995), the total meteor ¯ux is assumed to be 200 tons
per day of meteoric material. Results of a thorough
analysis by Mason (see Plane, 1991 and references cited
therein) were adopted for the mass fraction, giving
11.5% of the total mass in¯ux for Fe. A rough estimate
of 5% has been assigned for both the ionized and nonionized (atomic vapor) fractions in the source function
(Carter, 1995). Carter (1995) presents some computer
simulations where this latter quantity was varied.
Published opinions concerning the vertical pro®le of
meteoric deposition dier suciently that three dierent
pro®les were investigated in the present study, with peak
altitudes near 130 km, 110 km, and 90 km. In each case
the pro®les possess a width at half-maximum of about
30±40 km. The lowest-altitude pro®le is based upon
optical meteor train data (see Carter, 1995, for a review).
The medium-altitude pro®le is consistent with a conservative interpretation of VHF/HF/MF meteor radar
results, while the high-altitude pro®le is based upon an
implied-but-unseen pro®le based on radar data extrapolation (Carter, 1995). Published data on the diurnal
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variation at middle latitudes and March equinox are
consistent with a diurnal variation with maximum near
0300±0900 LT and minimum at about one-third the
amplitude around 1500±2100 LT. The latitudinal variation is based on a study by Elford and Hawkins (1964),
and is well represented by a modi®ed cosine function of
the form 1.43 á (0.6 á cos2(lat) + 0.4).
2.3 Fe/Fe+ Chemistry
The chemical reactions and respective rate constants
used in the 2-D version of the model are, with exceptions
noted later, estimates reported in Brown (1973) for a
nominal temperature of 200 K, and are shown in
Table 1. Estimates are mainly based on similar analagous reactions whose rate constants are known. Measured rates include k7, k13, k14, k15 (Rutherford and
Vroom, 1972) and k10 (Ferguson and Fehsenfeld, 1968).
The radiative recombination rate (k2) is a theoretical
estimate (Bates and Dalgarno, 1962). In addition to
photoionization of Fe and radiative recombination of
Fe+, the reaction set covers charge exchange, dissociative recombination, oxidation/reduction of Fe/Fe+, and
molecular formation via three-body reactions. Nine
additional reactions were included in the 1-D simulations, but were excluded in the 2-D simulations since
their eects were negligible. Absorption of solar radiation by O2 at and below the Fe ionization wavelength of
1569 AÊ was taken into account in calculating the
production of Fe+ from photoionization of Fe.
Another aspect of chemistry in the model is the
implicit inclusion of an unde®ned ``perfect'' chemical
sink below the bottom boundary (85 km for the 1-D
simulations; 100 km for the 2-D grid). Speci®cally, it is
Table 1. Chemical reactions and rate constants (cm3 s)1; cm6 s)1
for three-body reactions) used in the 2-D version of the model,
based on the compilation by Brown (1973). Temperature dependences for all rate constants listed here, except for the last three, are
unknown or highly uncertain and hence are kept constant in the
simulations corresponding to a nominal value of T = 200 K. Rate
constants for the last three reactions are assumed to vary between
T = 150 K and T = 1350 K, based on the measurements of
Rutherford and Vroom (1972), also included in Brown (1973); the
rates listed here for these reactions are applicable to the range
750 K±1050 K
Fe + hv ® Fe+ + e)
Fe +e) ® Fe+ + 7.90 ev
FeO+ + e) ® Fe + O
+
FeO
+ O2
2 + O ® FeO
+
+
FeO + O ® Fe + O2
+
FeN
+ N2
2 + O ® FeO
+
Fe + O
®
FeO
+O
2
)
FeO
2 + e ® Fe + O2
)
FeN
+
e
® Fe + N2
2
+
Fe + O2 + M ® FeO
2 + M
Fe+ + N2 + M ® FeN
2 + M
Fe+ + O + M ® FeO+ + M
Fe + NO+ ® Fe+ + NO
+
Fe + O
+ O2
2 ® Fe
+
Fe + O ® Fe+ + O

J1
k2
k3
k4
k5
k6
k7
k8
k9
k10
k11
k12
k13
k14
k15

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

5.0
1.0
4.5
1.0
1.0
1.0
4.0
2.0
2.0
2.5
2.5
2.5
7.0
9.4
2.0

´ 10)7 S)1
´ 10)12
´ 10)7
´ 10)10
´ 10)10
´ 10)10
´ 10)11
´ 10)6
´ 10)6
´ 10)30
´ 10)30
´ 10)30
´ 10)10
´ 10)10
´ 10)9

assumed that one or more ion capture mechanisms
below this altitude ensures that any Fe+ traversing the
bottom cell lower boundary is either converted to a
compound or a cluster ion and continues a downward
migration into the stratosphere, as this is commonly
believed to be the metallic ion ``endpath'' (Richter and
Sechrist, 1979b). Thus the bottom boundary condition is
that all Fe+ ions transiting this boundary are permanently lost to an implicit chemical sink; the top
boundary condition similarly treats upward-moving
ions as being lost via diusion into the upper ionosphere/exosphere.
2.4 Other model inputs
It is not computationally possible, or necessary, to selfconsistently compute all of the parameters necessary to
determine the global and localized distributions of Fe+
ions in the upper atmosphere (i.e., neutral winds, electric
®elds, major species neutral and in composition, etc.).
Moreover, our intent here is not to reproduce any
particular experimental data set, but to demonstrate the
types of global and local metallic ion distributions that
are consistent with wind, electric ®eld and major species
concentrations that are broadly representative of the
average state of the atmosphere. Therefore, a number of
parameters in the model are speci®ed externally, as
described later. This approach is justi®ed for purposes of
the present study, given the apparent ubiquity of
metallic ion layers and F-region metallic ion populations
revealed in a considerable body of experimental data.
The zonal and meridional components of the model
wind ®eld at 18°N are illustrated in Fig. 3. This model is
based upon the formulation of Crary and Forbes (1986),
whose modelling eort captures many of the observed
nighttime dynamical changes in the ionosphere over
Arecibo. The model components consist of the mean,
diurnal and semidiurnal tidal winds described in Forbes
(1982a, b), with some adjustments so as to reproduce
average observed winds over Arecibo for non-winter
conditions (Harper, 1981). An alternative wind model
(Morton et al., 1993; Tong et al., 1988), applicable to
January conditions over Arecibo and which contains a
6-h tidal component, was evaluated against the Forbes/
Harper model. Since both exhibited similar descending
and stagnation phases for the convergent nulls responsible for layer formation, only results for the Forbes/
Harper model are presented here. Some results from the
Morton/Tong model may be found in Carter (1995). For
both wind models, a latitudinal dependence of cos(4(lat
)22.5°)) was applied to force wind-induced transport to
zero at the meridional boundaries of zero and 45 north,
in view of horizontal-¯ow boundary conditions.
Eddy diusion in the model was set at 106 cm2 s)1
below 100 km, and decreased to 2 ´ 105 at 110 km,
2 ´ 104 at 120 km and 0 above 120 km (US Standard
Atmosphere, 1976). Expressions for the neutral molecular diusion coecient and ion-neutral, neutral-ion
and ion-ion collision frequencies were obtained from
Banks and Kockarts (1973), and neutral temperatures
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Fig. 3a, b. Height versus local time structures of a zonal wind and b meridional wind at 18° latitude

and composition were from the MSISE90 model (Hedin,
1991). Geophysical conditions were set to be vernal
equinox, moderate solar activity (F10.7 = 120) and
quiet geomagnetic activity (Ap = 10). Quiet-time electric ®elds were speci®ed according to the empirical
model of Richmond et al. (1980). The 1990 International
Reference Ionosphere (IRI-90; Bilitza, 1990) was used to
specify the ambient ionospheric composition (O+, O
2,
NO+). Since IRI-90 only extends to 1800 km, a simple
plasmasphere model based on Gallagher et al. (1988)
was used to re¯ect non-zero plasma density in this outer
region.
2.5 Transport formulation
In the case of Fe+, the transport velocity in Eq. (1) is the
ion drift velocity given by
1
j2~
F  j~
F~
C ~
C ~
F~
C
2
j
where the function ~
F (units of velocity) is de®ned as

~
mi 

j3

~
~ ~
F  j~
u  1=X~
g ÿ j D=nrn
EB
and
j
X
m
~
C
~
B
~
E
~
g
D
n











m=X
Fe+ ion gyrofrequency
ion-neutral collision frequency
~
B=B
ambient magnetic ®eld vector; B  j~
Bj
E=B
electric ®eld vector; ~
EB  ~
acceleration due to gravity
diusion coecient
number density of Fe+

For Fe, the transport velocity is just

3

~
mn  ~
u ~
g=m ÿ D=n ~
rn

4

where ~
u is the ambient neutral wind vector. From Eqs.
(2) and (3) the low- and high-altitude limiting cases and
the separate eects of each component are easy to see.
At low altitudes j  1, so the expression is dominated
by terms cubic in j, leaving only the neutral wind term
of (4) (since D / 1=m  1=Xj, the gradient term is only
quadratic in j). Thus at low altitudes neutral ¯ow
u. At very high altitudes j  1 and
dominates and ~
mi  ~
the dominant term becomes ~
C ~
F~
C, with ~
F dominated
by ~
g=X and ~
EB , that is, in a collisionless regime motion is
dominated by ~
E and ~
B, and an ion will drift to Earth
following the local geomagnetic ®eld line and will drift
at ~
E ~
B=B2 . For the intermediate case j  1 (130 to
140 km) so that all terms are non-negligible. The
resulting ion motion in this regime is a complicated
vector sum of all four forces, each generating motion
along ~
F, along the ~
F ~
B axis, and along ~
B.
The component of the transport velocity which gives
rise to ion layering is the vertical ion drift, wi. Figure 4
illustrates the height versus local time distributions of
the vertical ion drifts at 18°N due to (a) the meridional
wind; (b) the zonal wind; (c) the electric ®eld; and (d) all
three of the previous components together. Careful
inspection shows that both the meridional and zonal
winds possess a p.m. diverging null followed by a
converging null, and the same null pair for the a.m.
sector. The strong in¯uence of the semidiurnal tide is
particularly evident. It is interesting to note that within
the E-region, a zonal neutral wind by itself can actually
give rise to a vertical ion drift, and even a descending
convergent null in the vertical ion drift distribution.
Moreover, the vertical ion drifts due to the zonal wind
tend to maximize near 130±140 km and extend down to
110 km, whereas ion drifts due to the meridional wind
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Fig. 4a±d. Vertical ion drifts at 18° latitude due to a zonal wind; b meridional wind; c electric ®eld; d the combination of a, b and c

tend to occur about 20 km higher in altitude. Electric
®eld-driven drifts at 18°N, according to the ``smoothed''
empirical model of Richmond et al. (1980), tend to be
upward between 0000 LT and 1200 LT, and downward
otherwise.
3 Results
3.1 Localized layering
The objectives of this section are to develop an
understanding of the eects of those transport processes
leading to ion layering, to describe in a quantitative

sense how local transport at low and medium altitudes
aects metallic ion distributions, and to graphically
display the interdependence and interaction of these
processes, and their eects on metallic ions, as they
evolve over time. Although metallic ion layering is a
well-known and thoroughly investigated phenomenon,
numerical models have thus far reproduced in only a
qualitative, or at best, semi-quantitative, sense the
critical cause-eect relationships aecting local ion
transport. In particular the separate and combined
eects of meridional winds, zonal winds, electric ®elds,
and meteoric deposition pro®le on the collective behavior of metallics have been issues in need of elucidation
and clari®cation. The simulations discussed below are
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intended to shed new light on the cause-eect linkage
and on the evolution, over a diurnal cycle, of these
processes and the ion distributions throughout the E
region and the ``valley'' region above.
The following results are from the 1-D version of the
model, with model parameters ®xed at the location of
Arecibo (18°N, 67°W geographic; 30°N, 2°E geomagnetic), with prevailing conditions of geomagnetic quiet,
moderate solar activity, and vernal equinox
(F10.7 = 120 and Ap = 10). Model results are displayed as contour plots in units of log10[Fe+] with [Fe+]
in m)3, covering a full noon-to-noon diurnal cycle and a
height range of 90 to 250 km. The altitude resolution
(cell height) is set to 1.0 km, and the temporal resolution
between data points is 600 s. The contours are spaced at
one-quarter order of magnitude in density; absolute
magnitudes of metallic ion densities range from a preselected minimum of 6.0 (106 ions m)3 or 1 cm)3) to 11
(1011 m)3) for descending layer peaks.
No wind, with electric ®eld. As shown in Fig. 4c, the
vertical component of the electric ®eld-driven drift is
positive throughout the daylight morning sector, peaking in the late a.m. sector, and then rapidly decreasing to
zero by 1400. The corresponding model response is a
strong upward transport which sweeps out ions in the
intermediate (130 to 220 km) region, forming the valley
centered at 1400 LT and 160 km (see Fig. 5). After
reversing direction at 1400, the ¯ow speed increases until
about 1900 LT, causing a descending ridge of density to
appear in the 1500±1900 LT sector, with a break in the
peak contour due to the bulk motion of downward¯owing ions. This downward ¯ow rate decreases after

Fig. 5. Height versus local time contours of log10[Fe+] at 18° latitude
from the 1-D version of the model, and driven by vertical drifts due to
the electric ®eld only. Minimum contour is 6.0 (black) and maximum
contour is 12.0 (white), with spacing of 0.25 and concentrations given
in m)3
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1900 with the formation of a weak divergent null after
2200 LT that lasts until midnight, with the null point
dropping in altitude during that time. The corresponding ion behavior consists of formation of a long deep
valley centered at midnight, since a divergent null will
transport ions both upward and downward away from
the valley's central region. The combination of downward motion and meteoric deposition causes the diurnal
peak of 2.14 ´ 1010 m)3 to occur just prior to midnight
at 105 km. Progressing to the morning sector the E-®eld
induced velocity is upward at all altitudes, initially at
low levels (100 to 160 km), then expanding to strong
upward ¯ow all the way to 300 km by 0900 LT. The ions
®rst accumulate at 110 km in the early a.m. sector and
later form an upward-directed gradient, becoming a
ridge-like peak at 160±200 km by 0600 LT. With
the maximum of the upward motion reached by about
1100 LT, a valley begins to appear over the 130 to
200 km region by local noon, at which point the next
diurnal cycle begins, repeating the pattern on the
extreme left.
Zonal wind, no electric ®eld. The behavior of metallic
ions in the presence of a wind ®eld is aected primarily
by convergent and divergent nulls in the ®eld, since
those are points of ion ¯ow reversal. The time history of
the zonal wind (Fig. 3) and the associated ion vertical
velocity (Fig. 4a) show a divergent null in the ion
motion starting at 190 km/100 LT which ®rst builds in
strength and then drops, ®nally dissipating at 1600 LT;
the eect on the ions is a spreading-out over the 150 to
200 km region, leading to an upward-directed ¯ow of
Fe+ in the 1400±1600 LT sector as shown on Fig. 6a
(left panel). Cessation of upward ¯ow at 1900 LT leads
to a broad gentle peak at about 170 km, with the density
above this peak either growing very slowly or decreasing. The late night sector is characterized by weak
downward ¯ow in the lower altitudes causing tightened
downward-directed contours, with the ions piling up
along a ridge at about 120 km. At 2200 LT a weak
divergent null forms in the wind ®eld and descends from
170 to 110 km by 0400 LT, the net eect being to further
compress the Fe+ contours just below the null. This
divergent null leaves behind a valley centered at 0200
LT/135 km, with a further buildup of the bottomside
ridge that peaks at 4.9 ´ 1010 m)3/105 km. The increase
above 135 km is due to the upward wind motion which
tapers o at higher altitudes, so that density decreases
above 200 km. Finally, a convergent null appears at
0200 LT and 190 km, becoming stronger and lower with
time, ®nally tapering o to a weak null by 1000 LT. The
resultant eect on Fe+ is the generation of a steadily
growing descending layer which ®rst appears at 0300
LT, later settling out and stabilizing by 1200 LT; the
diurnal peak of 9.1 ´ 1010 m)3 occurs within this layer
at 1300 LT. An additional eect of this null is the steep
gradient just above the descending layer, resulting in a
depletion region of ions centered at 1100 LT and
175 km, as the descending null ``sweeps out'' ions in its
path.
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Fig. 6a. (top panels) Height
versus local time contours of
log10[Fe+] at 18° latitude from
the 1-D version of the model,
and driven by vertical drifts
due to zonal winds only (left
panel) and meridional winds
only (right panel). Minimum
contour is 6.0 (black) and
maximum contour is 12.0
(white), with spacing 0.25 and
concentrations given in m)3. b
(bottom panels) Height versus
local time contours of
log10[Fe+] at 18° latitude from
the 1-D version of the model,
and driven by vertical drifts
due to zonal and meridional
winds (left panel) and electric
®elds in addition to zonal and
meridional winds (right panel)
others details as in a

Meridional wind, no electric ®eld. The meridional ®eld of
Fig. 3 (wind) and Fig. 4b (vertical ion velocity) show
predominantly downward ¯ow at 1200 LT below
200 km, peaking at 150 km, with the strength and
altitude of the peak gradually decreasing through the
p.m. sector. Over the same period, a divergent null
forms at high altitude and progresses downward,
dropping to 175 km at 1300 LT and to 125 km at
1800 LT. The resultant [Fe+] pattern displayed in
Fig. 6a (right panel) is a series of similar-shape contours
characterized by a horizontal gradient which abruptly
changes to almost vertical at the location of the null.
Thus, downward ¯ow below the null maintains the
[Fe+] level through time, whereas upward ¯ow above
results in a rapid density increase throughout a broad
altitude region. This phase of the wind ®eld is followed
by a convergent null which begins at about 1930 LT and
160 km, subsequently collapsing and initially dropping
rapidly, then dropping more slowly after 2400 LT to
below 120 km. The ions respond by forming an
enhanced level of Fe+ which descends with the null
and develops into a narrow layer at about 2100 LT/
140 km, later settling out and stabilizing through the
nighttime sector. This convergent null is followed by a
second divergent null starting at 2100 LT and continuing through the night, dropping from 200 km initially to

160 km at midnight and then to 130 km at 0500 LT,
thereby generating a descending pattern of backward-L
contours similar to the early morning divergent null.
The periodic compression and ¯attening of the gradient
in this region appears due to rapid changes in the
strength and pro®le of the wind ®eld, forming localized
minima which are slowly ``re®lled'' by upward ion
migration. Finally, a strong convergent null forms at
0500 LT/185 km, dropping and intensifying throughout
the pre-noon sector to 1200 LT/125 km with a corresponding increase in downward-directed ¯ow. The
overall ion migration result is the strong descending
and rapidly intensifying layer displayed on the right side
of Fig. 6a (right panel), with peak density at
4.8 ´ 1010 m)3.
Meridional and zonal winds, no electric ®eld. As might be
expected, the [Fe+] pattern for this case is a combination, of superposition, of the ®rst two; in fact, it is a
rather unique form of superposition. Referring back to
Eq. (2), the second term describes the eect of a zonal
wind on ~
mi and the third the eect of a meridional wind
(the ®rst term vanishes in the absence of a vertical wind).
These two terms have dierent altitude dependencies
since the second is weighted by j and the third is not.
Therefore, at low altitudes of 130 km or less (j > 1), the
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zonal wind will have increased in¯uence; at high
altitudes (j < 1), the meridional wind will dominate.
Inspection of Fig. 6b (left panel) shows just this type of
behavior: comparing and contrasting with Fig. 6a
(meridional wind only, right panel; zonal wind only,
left panel), it is easy to see that the low altitude structure
(below 120 km) in the left panel of Fig. 6b is much more
similar to the ``zonal wind only'' than to ``meridional
wind only'', whereas at high altitudes (above 140 km)
just the reverse is true. This serves to illustrate the
complex eects a realistic wind ®eld has on metallic
ion dynamics. This case had the highest metallic ion
density of all ®ve at 1.02 ´ 1011 m)3 located at 1500 LT/
115 km, within the stagnation phase of the a.m.
descending layer.
Meridional and zonal winds, with electric ®eld. With the
full wind plus the E-®eld in eect (right panel, Fig. 6b),
comparison (left panel, Fig. 6b) illustrates that winds
are the dominant transport mechanism. However, E®eld induced upward migration in the a.m. sector results
in a morning descending layer of slightly increased
density since a greater number of ions are now available
for ``capture'' by the convergent null, while the midnighttime valley of the wind-only case is considerably
deepened by downward migration due to the E-®eld.
This high altitude depletion (above 150 km) throughout
most of the nighttime sector is clearly the one major
eect of adding E-®eld to the full-wind case, due to the
combination of early p.m. downward ¯ow followed by
divergent null. This eect can be explained to some
extent by the physics which governs the relative
dependencies, as given by Eq. (3): Speci®cally, the ®rst
and last terms for the forcing function ~
F , j~
u and ~
EB ,
show that ~
EB dominates over ~
u at high altitudes, but the
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eects of winds increase as altitude decreases
(j transitions from <1 to >1 at about 140 km).
Meridional and zonal winds, with electric ®eld, using low
altitude and high altitude deposition pro®les. Although
not illustrated here, changing the altitude pro®le of the
metallic deposition through the meteor ablation had the
following eects: while the low-altitude portion (below
130 km) changes very little, the higher altitude region
was considerably aected by changes in ion density. The
high-altitude source pro®le exhibits the greatest concentration levels, the medium-altitude pro®le is intermediate, and the low-altitude source pro®le had the lowest
contour levels. In fact, the peak contour levels (in units
of log10[Fe+]) in the evening descending layer dier
considerably at 7.25, 6.5, and 6.0, with corresponding
peak diurnal values of 7.9, 5.5, and 3.9 ´ 1010 m)3, all
within the last stage of the morning layer. This variation
is due to the gradual downward migration of ions
following ablation and photoconversion; the higher the
ablation pro®le, the more eective will be the descending
convergent null in trapping and accumulating metallic
ions. The considerable overlap between the altitude
region of the convergent nulls and that of the deposition
process reinforces this linkage.
Total plasma density. Figure 7a, b provides a dierent
perspective, each representing the sum of both the
metallic and ambient ion density components. The
illustrated curves represent vertical pro®les from
the same simulation at selected times, to illustrate the
development of metallic layers contrasted against
the ambient background. Indeed, radar measurements
from the ground only ``see'' the total plasma density, so
it is important to illustrate in this fashion that the

Fig. 7a, b. Vertical pro®les of total plasma density, showing evolution of a the morning descending layer and b the evening descending layer.
Curves and labeled with local times
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numerical simulations are capable of achieving signi®cant localized enhancements in the total plasma density,
even during daytime. The evening layer can be seen
starting at 2100 LT and 140 km, dropping to 110 km by
0500 LT; the morning layer commences at 0400 LT/
180 km, stabilizing at 115 km by 1400 LT. One feature
worthy of comment is the relative strength, persistence,
and merging of the morning and evening layers in the
terminal stagnation phase, when layer descent rate is at
or near zero (about 115 km).
Model results compared to observations. The nighttime
layers seen here can be compared to layers observed
over Arecibo during the AIDA-89 campaign (Kane
et al., 1993). Their Figs. 3 and 4 illustrate several cases
of plasma layers detected by the Arecibo ISR from 2138
to 0200 LT, 30±31 March 1989. Of the eight ion layers
shown, the altitudes ranged from 95 km to 103.5 km
with an average of 100 km. Simulation results from
Fig. 6b show layers from 98 to 116 km with an average
of 110 km. Likewise, the peak electron density from the
AIDA results ranged from 6.5 ´ 109 m)3 to
3.2 ´ 1010 m)3 and averaged 1.8 ´ 1010 m)3; the simulation layers in Fig. 6b had extremes of 1.16 ´ 1010 m)3
and 7.5 ´ 1010 m)3, averaging 4.1 ´ 1010 m)3. De®ning
layer thickness as full width at half maximum (FWHM),
the AIDA thicknesses were one to ®ve km with the
average at 1.8 km, whereas the model values were 4.5 to
9.4 km, with an average of 6.6 km. It is believed that
this dierence in layer thickness is due partly to the
detailed dynamics of actual wind ®elds not incorporated
in the model.
3.2 Global transport
This subsection is devoted to a description of numerical
simulations using the two-dimensional (meridional
plane) version of the model. We begin with a description

of the system response to electric ®elds alone, to
elucidate the salient features of global ion transport
driven by this mechanism. The subsequent subsection
considers the additional eects of neutral winds on the
latitude/height/local time distribution of Fe+. With
local time as one dependent variable, Fe+ distributions
are available as a function of latitude (0° to 45°) at
reference altitudes of 100, 200 and 300 km, and as a
function of latitude at reference latitudes of 6°, 22.5° and
36°. Comparisons with results described in Sect. 3.1 are
provided throughout. The reader is referred to Carter
(1995) for a discussion of simulation results above
300 km.
Electric ®eld eects. In the meridional plane, the vertical
drifts induced by electric ®elds in the F-region (i.e., the
vertical component of ~
E ~
B=B2 ) are strongly dependent
on latitude; due to the decrease in ~
B ®eld strength and
the increasing inclination of ~
B with latitude, the vertical
drift velocity decreases markedly in the poleward
direction, varying by roughly a factor of three over the
latitudinal extent covered. Moreover, at low latitudes
the vertical drift is upward by day and downward by
night. This upward daytime ¯ow, combined with
poleward meridional transport and eventual downward
diusion, leads to a redistribution of plasma referred to
as the ``fountain eect''. Thus, we expect to see strong
signatures of this behavior in the Fe+ densities.
Figure 8 illustrates the latitude/local time distributions of log10[Fe+] at 100, 200 and 300 km when the
transport in the model is due to electric ®elds alone. At
all three altitudes the tendency is for greater Fe+
densities at higher latitudes, despite the fact that
meteoric deposition and production of Fe+ via charge
exchange are maximum at the equator. The upward/
poleward/downward circulation of the fountain eect
yields the greatest ion densities at the highest latitudes.
The eects at lower altitudes are of course less
pronounced, since local meteoric deposition and photo-

Fig. 8a±c. Latitude versus local time contours of log10[Fe+] due to electric ®eld transport only, at altitudes of a 100 km; b 200 km; c 300 km
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conversion of freshly ablated Fe dominate as the local
source of Fe+, in comparison to downward transport
from above. We note that as one goes to higher altitudes
(>about 600±700 km), this trend reverses, and maximum densities are found at the equator (see Carter,
1995), in agreement with satellite observations (Kumar
and Hanson, 1980; Grebowsky and Reese, 1989).
It is interesting to compare Fig. 8 with Fig. 9, which
illustrates the log10[Fe+] distributions at 100, 200 and
300 km in the presence of winds, but no electric ®eld.
Here the maximum densities at 200 km and above are 2±
3 orders of magnitude smaller than with electric ®elds
alone, which obviously serve as the primary agent for
populating the F-region with metallic ions. Moreover,
the tendency in Fig. 9 is for maximum densities above
200 km to occur at low latitudes, where the source of
Fe+ is greatest, and to redistribute the Fe+ upward and
poleward so as to form the ``®ngers'' near 1800±2000 LT
and 0400±0600 LT. While these features obviously
represent signatures of the semidiurnal tide on the
redistribution of Fe+, it is not immediately clear what
the relative roles of zonal and meridional winds are in
creating these structures. For instance, zonal winds near
150 km can either drive ions to lower or higher altitudes
(see Fig. 4); the degree to which this eective ion source
leads to meridional redistributions of ions depends on
the relative phase of the meridional wind at the
capturing point. Moreover, through dependencies on
the B-®eld in Eq. (2), the relative eectiveness of zonal
winds (through the ~
u~
B force) and meridional winds
(through the (~
u~
B~
B force) in vertical redistribution
vary with latitude, the former being more important at
low latitudes where the B-®eld is quasi-horizontal. On
the other hand, F-region meridional winds will be more
eective in transporting ions horizontally at low latitudes. The key point is, that the ``®ngers'' especially
evident in Fig. 9c are not totally a result of meridional
transport (as might appear at ®rst), but represent some
combination of vertical and meridional transport eects
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which are latitude dependent. The interested reader is
referred to Carter (1995) for more speci®c details of the
individual eects of zonal and meridional winds on
global metallic ion distributions.
Winds and electric ®elds. Further insight into metallic
ion transport is provided by Fig. 10, which illustrates
the height versus local time distributions of vertical ion
drift (Fig. 10a) and log10[Fe+] at 9° latitude (Fig. 10b),
taking into account transport by zonal and meridional
winds, and electric ®elds. The total vertical ion drifts
between 120 and 160 km consist of downward drifts
(10±40 ms)1) between about 1800 LT and 0200 LT
and upward drifts (10±20 ms)1) at other times, with
relatively little downward phase progression. Vertical
velocities are small below 115 km. Referring to Fig. 10b,
the upward drifts between 1200 and 1700 LT sweep the
ions upward, resulting in sharply downward-sloped
density contours as each altitude becomes progressively
more ion-depleted. As the drift turns downward around
1800 LT, a wide descending layer narrows into a more
typical layer near 103±106 km with density of
2.2 ´ 1010 m)3 (log density = 10.35). This morning
(0400±0600 LT) layer formation is due to a rapid
reduction in downward motion, resulting in an accumulation of ions descending from above.
After 0400 LT the vertical drift shifts from downward
to upward, although remaining very small below 120 km.
This reversal halts downward ion migration and initiates
upward ¯ow, resulting in quasi-horizontal contours
below a density ``valley'' followed by vertical contours,
as the dense, low-lying region is depopulated, forcing
ions upward into a much more rari®ed zone. The density
maximum near 160 km at 0800 LT is connected with the
convergent null of similar shape (see Fig. 10a) in the
vertical drift, but also receives some contribution from
poleward transport from the source region (Fig. 9b).
Figure 11 is the same as Fig. 10, except for 22.5°
latitude where the neutral wind magnitudes are the

Fig. 9a±c. Same as Fig. 8, except due to transport by zonal and meridional winds (no electric ®eld)
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Fig. 10.a Height versus latitude contours of vertical ion drift at 9° latitude due to zonal and meridional winds and electric ®eld. b The
corresponding contours of log10[Fe+]

largest. Here the vertical ion drifts (Fig. 11a) take on the
semidiurnal character of the wind ®eld. The density
maximum which occurred near 160 km near 0800 LT at
9° latitude (Fig. 10b) now appears as a more concentrated descending layer extending down to 105±110 km
around 1600 LT, reaching maximum densities of order
1010 cm)3. This descending layer merges into a low-lying
post-midnight layer similar in character to that displayed in Fig. 10b for 9° latitude. Both of these layers

Fig. 11a, b. Same as Fig. 10, except at 22.5° latitude

are the result of the net downward transport beginning
near 1800 LT that is common to both latitudes. Note
that at 22.5° latitude there exist two divergent nulls
extending downward from 160 km near 1800 LT and
2400 LT (Fig. 11a); both of these are accompanied by
signi®cant depletions (down to 106 cm)3) in the ion
densities near these times (Fig. 11b).
Finally, Fig. 12 illustrates the latitude/local-time
distributions of log10[Fe+] due to zonal and meridional
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Fig. 12a±c. Same as Fig. 8, except due to transport by zonal and meridional winds and electric ®elds

winds and electric ®elds, complementing Fig. 8 (E-®elds
only) and Fig. 9 (winds only). Except for the tendency
for higher densities to occur at higher latitudes (the
result of electric ®eld pumping), these distributions look
quite dierent than those displayed in Figs. 8 and 9. The
underlying dierence is that electric ®elds have distributed the ions in signi®cant populations to higher
latitudes, where wind eects redistribute the ions in the
vertical according to the latitude/local-time distribution
of convergent and divergent nulls in the upper E-region
and lower F-region. The minima and maxima in
densities at the top of Fig. 11b can be found by placing
an imaginary horizontal line across Fig. 12b; further,
Fig. 12 gives some sense as to how the height/local-time
distribution depicted in Fig. 11b will vary northward
and southward of 22.5° latitude.
Speci®c features in Fig. 12 can be traced back to the
eects of either winds or electric ®elds. At the lowest
altitude (Fig. 12a), having essentially no ®ne structure,
shows the general appearance of a superposition of Figs.
8a and 9a: greatest densities are found at the high and
low latitude and equatorial regions, following Fig. 8a at
high latitude (due to the fountain eect) and Fig. 9a at
low latitudes (due to the eectiveness of the p.m. zonal
wind descending null). At 200 km the eect of combining the wind ®eld and the electric ®eld shows a striking
result, as the upward E ´ B motion of the daytime ®eld
``pulls o'' part of the a.m. descending layer, creating a
low- to mid-latitude ridge to form in the 0800 to 1600
LT sector. The progression of this ridge to higher
latitudes coincides with the variations of E-®eld transport in both latitude and local time (®gures not shown).
By 2000 LT the p.m. descending layer can be seen,
maximizing at 20° latitude, followed by the nighttime
density valley and the a.m. layer. Global transport
results in the high-latitude bulge which varies only little
over the diurnal cycle, and the mid-latitude daytime
valley, where neither winds nor the electric ®eld (fountain eect) supply signi®cant numbers of ions at this

altitude. Finally, at 300 km a very similar picture
emerges, but with decreased in¯uence from the tidal
wind ®eld. Thus the main features that survive at this
level are due to electric ®eld forcing; a quick comparison
to Fig. 9c shows how dramatic this can be at the higher
altitudes.
3.3 Magnetic storm simulation
Simulating the eects of a magnetic storm on metallic
ion dynamics is the ®rst of two special-case scenarios
investigated with the 2-D model. A magnetic storm
would impact ion dynamics primarily by superimposing
an electric ®eld perturbation over the ambient ®eld
generated by the Richmond model, and secondarily
through perturbations on composition and on thermospheric winds (winds were not altered in the numerical
simulations). To obtain an assessment of the eects, a
perturbing zonal ®eld was imposed twice during the
diurnal cycle, beginning at noon and again at midnight;
thus an eastward (positive) ®eld perturbation results in
upward ion drifts. Each perturbation was three hours in
duration: a one-hour linear ramp-up, one hour at
maximum strength, and a one-hour linear ramp-down.
The points in time at which each of these events occur
are denoted by arrows on the plots to be presented,
where 1 denotes the start time of the noon perturbation
ramp-up, 2 the termination of ramp-up (maximum
strength reached), 3 the commencement of ramp-down,
and 4 the termination of the noon pulse. Arrows 5
through 8 identify, in numerical order, the same four
events for the midnight pulse. Four strength values
(mVm)1) were evaluated: +0.5, )0.5, +2.0, )2.0. The
eect on composition was re¯ected in the value of the
magnetic activity index Ap, one of the calling arguments
for the MSISE90 model; the index was increased from
the quiet level of 10 to 80 for the 0.5 mVm)1 cases and
200 for the 2.0 mVm)1 cases. In order to separate the
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eects arising from the noon pulse and from the
midnight pulse, an additional series of computer runs
were made with the noon perturbations only, so that the
eects of each pulse could be unabiguously identi®ed.
In the interest of brevity, only the results for the
)20 mVm)1 pulse at 9° latitude are displayed here, in
Fig. 13a. (The interested reader is referred to Carter
(1995) for ®gures comparing various combinations of
latitudes and substorm strengths.) Figure 13a may be
compared with Fig. 10b, representing the simulation in
the absence of electric ®eld perturbations. Comparing
the period between noon and 1500 UT, it is clear that
the westward electric ®eld perturbation has transported
ions all the way down to the 125 km level over a very
brief time span, increasing ion densities one or two
orders of magnitude between 125 and 160 km. Moreover, the descending layer formation just after 2000 LT
is enhanced as a result of this additional source of ions
which has been captured by the neutral wind ®eld. As
the midnight perturbation reaches maximum strength, it
too drives ions downward to further feed and enhance
the stagnation layer as it maximizes near 0600 LT and
105 km, increasing densities by a factor of 2 (log density
from 10.25 to 10.50).
3.4 Meteor shower simulation
A second special-case scenario was undertaken to assess
the eects of a severe but brief meteor shower on the
spatial and temporal characteristics of metallic ions.
Using data from McKinley (1961), the parameters
chosen were a meteor entry rate of ®ve times the

Fig. 13a, b. Height versus contours log10[Fe+] at 9° latitude with
meridional and zonal winds and electric ®eld. a perturbed by
)2.0 mVm)1 magnetic storm-induced pulse; b perturbed by noontime

ambient sporadic rate, a total duration of twelve hours,
and a temporal pulse similar to that for the magnetic
storm: a four-hour linear ramp-up, four hours at
maximum intensity, and four hours linear ramp-down.
For simplicity, the meteor size distribution and composition were assumed comparable to sporadics, so that
the shower deposition rate was simply a superposition
over the sporadic rate; thus, at maximum level, the total
metallic deposition rate was six times the ambient rate.
Two cases of this scenario were generated and evaluated: a shower centered at noon, and one at midnight. As
for the magnetic storm scenario, the pertinent time
points are identi®ed on the plot by numbered arrows: 1
for start of ramp-up, 2 for completion of ramp-up, 3 for
commencement of ramp-down, and 4 for termination.
Results for the noontime meteor shower scenario for
9° latitude are displayed in Fig. 13b, which can be
compared to the quiet-time reference results in Fig. 10b.
Just after noon, log density levels are generally increased
by 0.5 or roughly a threefold increase; by 3±4 hours
after shower termination, the increase has dropped to
0.25 below 130 km, and to 0.4 (factor of 2.5) above
130 km; by 6±8 hours after, the increase is now only
about 0.10 to 0.15. Lower altitudes would be expected to
have a shorter recovery time since transport is either
lateral or downward, with smaller electric ®eld increase
for upward transport. Levels aside, the morphology of
the density pattern is virtually unaltered. Moving to
22.5° latitude (not shown) the increase in log10[Fe+] is
not as marked, by 0.25 at most during the shower and
very small (about 0.10 or less) changes over the
remainder of the diurnal cycle; by 160 km the dierences
are negligible. At 36° the post-noon increase is similar to

meteor shower. Compare with undisturbed contours in Fig. 10b.
Labelled arrows are de®ned in the text
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that at 9°, at 0.5, but the change in absolute magnitude
is much smaller because of the lower contour values; for
example at 9° the increase is from 8.0 to 8.5, or 100 to
316 cm)3, while at 36° the increase is from 6.0 to 6.5, or
1 to 3.16 cm)3. Thus the higher the latitude, the smaller
the increase, due to the fact that the higher latitudes
receive a larger fraction of their total metallic input via
the fountain eect, which acts like a low-pass ®lter in
smoothing out sudden changes in metallic deposition.
The midnight scenario (not shown) shows a very sharp
vertical density gradient forming at 2230 LT, the result
of a rapid increase in deposition coincident with strong
downward transport at this time. This gradient is so
sharp that, over a 10-min interval, the ion density
increases ten-fold at 127 km and by thirty-fold at
119 km. Such drastic changes in local density over brief
periods have indeed been observed on numerous occasions (i.e., see Hake et al., 1972; Mathews et al., 1993).
3.5 Summary of model relevant to observations
The foregoing series of simulations, incorporating both
global meridional and vertical transport, has yielded a
number of conclusive results that are relevant to existing
observations, or those that may be achievable in the
near future from the ground or space:
1. During a typical meteor shower, metallic ion densities
undergo rapid, sizable increases, with the greatest
change from ambient levels occurring at low altitudes.
Such enhancements in lower ionosphere metallic densities associated with meteor showers have been observed numerous times (i.e., Narcisi, 1967; Kopp, 1997;
Grebowsky et al., 1998, and references contained
therein).
2. The balance of monatomic iron in the upper
atmosphere is overwhelmingly (95% to 99%) in the
ionized state, due to its relatively low ionization
potential. This is consistent with earlier measurements
of Fe and Fe+ levels (Tepley et al., 1981).
3. Under typical local ambient conditions, ion transport
is controlled more by neutral winds at low and mid
latitudes, whereas the control shifts to electric ®elds at
high latitudes (see Nygren et al., 1984; Bristow and
Watkins, 1991; Kirkwood and Von Zahn, 1991).
4. For those altitudes where tidal winds exert an eect
on ion transport, ion layering occurs on a semidiurnal
basis over a wide latitude range, but layer structure
shows considerable latitudinal dependence.
5. Re¯ecting the dynamics of the Richmond model,
electric ®eld induced motion is generally downward at
night and upward at daytime, but the crossover points
have considerable latitudinal dependence.
6. Model [Fe+] peaks, both in magnitude and altitude,
are found to be in quite good agreement with observations (i.e., Kane et al., 1993), although much of the
observational data base additionally includes ion peaks
with lie below the lower limit of the 2-D model's spatial
domain (100 km).
7. The phenomenon of ``dumping'', wherein layer peaks
are found to lie consistently above the convergent null
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by 1 to 3 km (Alpers et al., 1993), is also observed in
model output, i.e., compare late a.m. null locations in
Fig. 11a to corresponding peaks in Fig. 11b
8. Metallic ion densities at altitudes signi®cantly above
the ablation pro®le do not correlate in time with the
occurrence of meteor showers.
9. F region densities are highest at and near the dip
equator, extending to higher altitudes during daytime
hours, in general agreement with rocket and satellite
measurements (Kumar and Hanson, 1980; Mende et al.,
1985; Grebowsky and Reese, 1989).
4 Summary and possible future directions
4.1 General comments on results
The purpose of this work is seen as twofold: (1) to
develop, design, and construct, from ®rst principles, a
comprehensive model of the full life cycle of metallics in
the upper atmosphere, emphasizing the pivotal role
played by ion transport mechanisms, in both the local
and global sense, and (2) to exercise this model within a
suciently large envelope of environmental parameters
that an increased level of understanding can be gained of
metallic ion dynamics. A corollary to better understanding is further development of the framework by
which metallic ion observations can be incorporated
into a complete and coherent theory encompassing both
the chemistry and physics of atmospheric metallics.
Model results show that metallic ion behavior follows
a coherent characteristic pattern. In the absence of
winds and electric ®elds, the ion densities at low
altitudes form a predictable steady-state pattern characterized by deposition in the 90 to 130 km region and
eventual disappearance either by upward diusion or
downward settling into the chemical sink, with slight
diurnal variation through the eects of photoionization
and ambient ions on the neutral Fe reservoir. The
inclusion of an electric ®eld causes a substantial global
re-distribution of ions through the meridional transport
of the fountain eect, but at lower altitudes the absence
of convergent nulls, at least at latitudes equatorward of
45°, prevents the formation of layers. Adding meridional
and zonal winds contributing both divergent and
convergent nulls bring in a new dimension of behavior:
The vertical distribution now exhibits the formation and
descent of thin, dense ion layers, with density changes of
as much as a factor of 104 over less than 20 km in
altitude. The spatial and temporal properties of the
layers produced through this simulation bear a close
resemblance in several respects to that of Es events seen
at several observatories, including recent results at
Arecibo during the AIDA-89 campaign.
Expanding the model to include both vertical and
meridional motion shows the dominating and pivotal
in¯uence of the fountain eect on global ion transport.
The increased domain allowed for a number of functional dependencies to be revealed: the role played by
the electric ®eld in establishing and maintaining the
fountain eect as the critical element in global transport;
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the latitudinal dependence of ion motion due to zonal
and meridional winds, and to ~
E ~
B drifts; the results of
a change in the source function, whether in deposition
rate or vertical pro®le, on the [Fe+] pattern; and the
very ``non-linear'' way in which wind and E-®eld
induced motions combine, in some cases creating a
``traveling null'', trapping metallic ions in an upper level
transient layer which later dissipates away.
Overall, an improved understanding of certain aspects of the physics and chemistry underlying atmospheric metallic ion dynamics has been realized through
the development and exercise of this model.
4.2 Summary of results pertaining to localized layering
An analysis of the results of the ®rst series of simulations, with the 1-D version of the model, yields a
number of results regarding localized transport. These
are enumerated as follows:
1. In the absence of global transport, layer densities
display a measurable sensitivity to the meteoric deposition altitude pro®le selected; a high altitude pro®le
appears to agree best with measurements.
2. Descending layer structure and morphology is
sensitive to the ®ne structure of the wind ®eld; the
evening descending layer associated with the zonal wind
component is very diuse and extended compared to
that associated with the meridional wind, and both
evening layers display considerably less intensity than
the morning descending layers.
3. The simulation reproduces the ``dumping'' eect in
the morning layers, wherein ions are left behind at upper
levels when the wind ®eld null descent rate exceeds the
ion's mobility at lower altitudes, due to the very rapid
increase in collision rate with decreasing altitude.
4. Chemical reactions may play a critical role in
converting metallic ions to neutrals and back, but these
eects become signi®cant only at low (<100 km)
altitudes, due to the importance of three-body reactions.
5. A layer structure formed from combined zonal and
meridional winds is not simply a superposition of two
dierent layer structures, but shows a strong altitudeweighting eect, in that the zonal wind predominates at
low altitudes and the meridional wind at high altitudes,
in conformity with the generalized equation of motion
(EOM).
6. Assuming wind and E-®eld models are typical, it can
be concluded that at middle and low latitudes winds
have a greater eect on metallic ions, due in part to the
fact that E-®eld transport is altitude-weighted relative to
wind-driven transport, as can be seen from the generalized EOM. Thus layering, which occurs mostly at the
lower altitudes, is aected much more by winds.
4.3 Summary of results pertaining to global transport
The 2-D simulations have broadened and expanded the
understanding of metallic ion dynamics, especially with

regard to latitudinal dierences and the global in¯uence
of the fountain eect. The important results are
summarized as follows:
1. The daytime global electric ®eld plays a vital role
through the upward transport of metallic ions in the
equatorial region, to a sucient high altitude where
gravity-induced downward drift along geomagnetic ®eld
lines caries them into mid and high latitude regions. One
eect of this transport is that the highest metallic ion
densities in the upper F region are found at the
equatorial latitudes.
2. The fountain eect described results in a signi®cant
ion density enhancement at mid-latitudes (above 30°
magnetic); however, the combined in¯uence of meteoric
deposition and E region charge exchange causes equatorial densities to be enhanced almost as much throughout the lower (E region) altitudes.
3. In spanning the low- to mid-altitude range from 100
to 300 km, the lowest levels show an ion density
primarily dependent on local time, whereas the higher
levels show a density dependence more on latitude and
less on local time.
4. Because of the separate ways in which zonal winds
and meridional winds aect ion motion, the zonal
component is more eective at lower latitudes and lower
altitudes, and conversely the meridional component
becomes increasingly eective at higher altitudes and
high latitudes (horizontal transport becomes a factor at
higher latitudes).
5. Because both electric ®eld-induced and tidal windinduced velocities depend on latitude in dierent ways,
and the two must be vectorially combined to form the
ion velocity ®eld, a descending convergent null can be
rapidly transformed in shape or even destroyed as an
observer varies latitude.
6. With global transport from the fountain eect
included, the local transport and layering characteristics
of metallic ions become less sensitive to the altitude
pro®le of meteor ablation. In the case of a very low
pro®le, layering will still occur but will be most
prominent at levels below 100 km.
7. A magnetic storm perturbation has more of an
immediate eect on metallic ion dynamics at low
latitudes than high latitudes (excepting of course auroral
zone latitudes). A severe storm can drastically transform
the typical ion distribution pattern, the outcome being
dependent on the relative strengths and phases of the
electric ®eld and tidal winds.
8. The intensity of tidal ion layering is generally sensitive
to the occurrence of a meteor shower, with the
sensitivity further enhanced at low latitudes. If a shower
occurs during the optimum phase of a descending
convergent null, the local ion density increase can be
extremely high.
9. A change in the relative ratio of Fe and Fe+ in the
meteoric source function has a rather surprising eect
on the global metallic ion distribution; an increase in the
Fe/Fe+ ratio results in an intensi®cation of ion layering
at low latitudes, and lighter layering at mid and high
latitudes, due to the fountain eect on global transport.
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10. The conversion of Fe to Fe+ occurs predominantly
through charge exchange with ambients, with only
about 1% through photoionization. Furthermore, the
fraction of conversion for each ambient species is highly
latitude-dependent: NO+ O
2 are roughly equal and far
outweigh O+ at equatorial and low latitudes, but by 40°
latitude the rates for all three are comparable.
4.4 Possible directions for future work
These ®ndings have formed a foundation on which
further advances can be built through future development and expansion of model. A promising direction for
future research is more detailed parameterization
through incorporation of observational data, facilitating
a closer link between the functional elements of the
model and the existing data base. Although the model in
its current form is almost entirely based on ®rst
principle-level physics and chemistry, continued evolution will necessitate a progressively more empirical
approach if the model is to re¯ect observational ®ndings
to any signi®cant extent.
Having made these initial advances in building on the
theoretical foundation, a high potential exists for future
contributions. The inclusion of gravity wave ®eld
superimposed on the current tidal wind ®eld may allow
for the simulation of layer breakup and bifurcation, as
has been observed on several occasions (Kane et al.,
1993; Mathews et al., 1993). The model has potential
application in advancing the theory and understanding
of nighttime E region conductivity and consequent E/F
region coupling mechanisms through ion layer formation. Incorporating the appropriate geometric variations
due to longitude may reveal a new dimension of
geographic dependence similar to an earlier Mg+ global
transport model (Fesen et al., 1983). The chemical
aspects of this science point to potential new areas of
theoretical contributions through modeling, in spite of
the sparse chemical reaction rate data base. The
acquisition of accurate chemical rate data would facilitate a major advance in modeling the very low altitude
region (below 100 km), considered by many workers the
key to fully understanding those processes leading to
sudden neutral layers, especially sodium. However,
incorporating complex ion chemistry and colloidal
processes may prove to be enormous obstacles on
realizing this level of model enhancement. One ®nal
area of model improvement worthy of mention is in
layer formation, to the extent that a virtually perfect
match to observation should be possible, through such
avenues as ®ne-tuning the tidal wind ®eld and increasing
the spatial resolution.
It would appear that the most realistic methodology
for realizing small but cumulative model improvements
is to ensure that the fruits of observational and
experimental eorts are incorporated as they become
available to shape the model into a more accurate
representation of the physical system of interest. Moreover, the expected availability of new sources of data
from ongoing experiments and observational programs
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can be utilized to enhance and improve upon predictive
capabilities which of course any numerical model must
have in order to be of lasting value to the scienti®c
community.
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